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  Pure Invention Matt Alt,2021-06-22 The untold story of how Japan became a cultural superpower through the fantastic inventions that
captured—and transformed—the world’s imagination. “A masterful book driven by deep research, new insights, and powerful storytelling.”—W. David
Marx, author of Ametora: How Japan Saved American Style Japan is the forge of the world’s fantasies: karaoke and the Walkman, manga and anime,
Pac-Man and Pokémon, online imageboards and emojis. But as Japan media veteran Matt Alt proves in this brilliant investigation, these novelties did
more than entertain. They paved the way for our perplexing modern lives. In the 1970s and ’80s, Japan seemed to exist in some near future, gliding on
the superior technology of Sony and Toyota. Then a catastrophic 1990 stock-market crash ushered in the “lost decades” of deep recession and social
dysfunction. The end of the boom should have plunged Japan into irrelevance, but that’s precisely when its cultural clout soared—when, once again,
Japan got to the future a little ahead of the rest of us. Hello Kitty, the Nintendo Entertainment System, and multimedia empires like Dragon Ball Z were
more than marketing hits. Artfully packaged, dangerously cute, and dizzyingly fun, these products gave us new tools for coping with trying times. They
also transformed us as we consumed them—connecting as well as isolating us in new ways, opening vistas of imagination and pathways to revolution.
Through the stories of an indelible group of artists, geniuses, and oddballs, Pure Invention reveals how Japan’s pop-media complex remade global
culture.
  World Migration Report 2020 United Nations,2019-11-27 Since 2000, IOM has been producing world migration reports. The World Migration
Report 2020, the tenth in the world migration report series, has been produced to contribute to increased understanding of migration throughout the
world. This new edition presents key data and information on migration as well as thematic chapters on highly topical migration issues, and is
structured to focus on two key contributions for readers: Part I: key information on migration and migrants (including migration-related statistics); and
Part II: balanced, evidence-based analysis of complex and emerging migration issues.
  Horton Hears a Who! Dr. Seuss,2013-09-24 Choose kindness with Horton the elephant and the Whos of Who-ville in this 65th Anniversary Edition
of Dr. Seuss's classic picture book about caring for others! The new matte finish cover and peel-off Anniversary Sticker make it a perfect gift! A
person's a person, no matter how small. Everyone's favorite elephant stars in this heartwarming and timeless story for readers of all ages. In the
colorful Jungle of Nool, Horton discovers something that at first seems impossible: a tiny speck of dust contains an entire miniature world--Who-ville--
complete with houses and grocery stores and even a mayor! But when no one will stand up for the Whos of Who-ville, Horton uses his elephant-sized
heart to save the day. This tale of compassion and determination proves that any person, big or small, can choose to speak out for what is right. This
story showcases the very best of Dr. Seuss, from the moving message to the charming rhymes and imaginative illustrations. No bookshelf is complete
without Horton and the Whos! Do you see what I mean? . . . They've proved they ARE persons, no matter how small. And their whole world was saved
by the Smallest of All!
  The Everything Store Brad Stone,2013-10-15 The authoritative account of the rise of Amazon and its intensely driven founder, Jeff Bezos, praised
by the Seattle Times as the definitive account of how a tech icon came to life. Amazon.com started off delivering books through the mail. But its
visionary founder, Jeff Bezos, wasn't content with being a bookseller. He wanted Amazon to become the everything store, offering limitless selection
and seductive convenience at disruptively low prices. To do so, he developed a corporate culture of relentless ambition and secrecy that's never been
cracked. Until now. Brad Stone enjoyed unprecedented access to current and former Amazon employees and Bezos family members, giving readers the
first in-depth, fly-on-the-wall account of life at Amazon. Compared to tech's other elite innovators -- Jobs, Gates, Zuckerberg -- Bezos is a private man.
But he stands out for his restless pursuit of new markets, leading Amazon into risky new ventures like the Kindle and cloud computing, and
transforming retail in the same way Henry Ford revolutionized manufacturing. The Everything Store is the revealing, definitive biography of the
company that placed one of the first and largest bets on the Internet and forever changed the way we shop and read.
  Modelland Tyra Banks,2011-09-13 Modelland - the FIERCE NEW NOVEL BY TYRA BANKS—IS OUT! No one gets in without being asked. And with her
untamable hair, large forehead, and gawky body, Tookie De La Crème isn’t expecting an invitation. Modelland—the exclusive, mysterious place on top
of the mountain—never dares to make an appearance in her dreams. But someone has plans for Tookie. Before she can blink her mismatched eyes,
Tookie finds herself in the very place every girl in the world obsesses about. And three unlikely girls have joined her. Only seven extraordinary young
women become Intoxibellas each year. Famous. Worshipped. Magical. What happens to those who don’t make it? Well, no one really speaks of that.
Some things are better left unsaid. Thrown into a world where she doesn’t seem to belong, Tookie glimpses a future that could be hers—if she survives
the beastly Catwalk Corridor and terrifying Thigh-High Boot Camp. Along the way, she learns all about friendship, courage, laughter and what it feels
like to start to believe in yourself. When you enter the fantastical world of Modelland, you'll see that Tookie was inspired by Tyra’s life as a supermodel.
All those crazy and wild adventures Tookie has with her friends? Some of them were ripped straight from the headlines of Tyra’s life! Tyra knows all
about beauty and fashion and fierceness, and she shares everything here in MODELLAND. It’s fun, zany, and 100 bazillion-percent Tyra. You don’t want
to miss Tyra’s amazing new novel! From the Hardcover edition.
  Global Value Chains and World Trade René Antonio Hernández,Jorge Mario Martínez Piva,Nanno Mulder,2014 Selection of original papers presented
at the international conference 'Latin America's Prospects for Upgrading in Global Value Chains,' held on 14-15 March 2012, at Colegio de Mexico,
Mexico City--Title page vers
  Embedded Racism Debito Arudou,2021-11-26 Revised and updated for this Second Edition, Embedded Racism is the product of three decades of
work by a scholar living in Japan as a naturalized Japanese citizen. It offers a perspective into how Japan's overlooked racial discrimination not only
undermines Japan's economic future but also emboldens white supremacists worldwide.
  Millennial Monsters Anne Allison,2006-06-30 Millennial Monsters explores the global popularity of Japanese consumer culture--including manga
(comic books), anime (animation), video games, and toys--and questions the make-up of fantasies nand capitalism that have spurred the industry's
growth.
  Billion Dollar Loser Reeves Wiedeman,2020-10-20 A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller: This vivid inside story of WeWork and its CEO tells the
remarkable saga of one of the most audacious, and improbable, rises and falls in American business history (Ken Auletta). Christened a potential savior
of Silicon Valley's startup culture, Adam Neumann was set to take WeWork, his office share company disrupting the commercial real estate market,
public, cash out on the company's forty-seven billion dollar valuation, and break the string of major startups unable to deliver to shareholders. But as
employees knew, and investors soon found out, WeWork's capital was built on promises that the company was more than a real estate purveyor, that
in fact it was a transformational technology company. Veteran journalist Reeves Weideman dives deep into WeWork and it CEO's astronomical rise,
from the marijuana and tequila-filled board rooms to cult-like company summer camps and consciousness-raising with Anthony Kiedis. Billion Dollar
Loser is a character-driven business narrative that captures, through the fascinating psyche of a billionaire founder and his wife and co-founder, the
slippery state of global capitalism. A Wall Street Journal Business Bestseller “Vivid, carefully reported drama that readers will gulp down as if it were a
fast-paced novel” (Ken Auletta)
  Uncovering Value Added in Trade Yuqing Xing,2015-07-13 Value chain trade has challenged economic implications of conventional trade
statistics and transformed bilateral trade relationships into multilaterals. Conventional trade statistics exaggerate trade volumes and bilateral trade
imbalances. It is imperative to measure trade in value-added and examine trade relations in the context of global value chains. This book is a collection
of research papers on new approaches to measure trade in value added and the role of global value chains in modern international trade. It introduces
the input output method for measuring trade and a direct approach for measuring the domestic value added of the People's Republic of China — the
center of global assembly. In addition, it shows how to analyze trade relations in the context of global value chains. Contents:Introduction (Yuqing
Xing)Implications of Global Value Chains for Trade Statistics and Trade Policy (Christophe Degain and Andreas Maurer)OECD Inter-Country Input–Output
Model and Policy Implications (Norihiko Yamano)Estimating the Upper Limits of Value Added in the People's Republic of China's Processing Exports
(Yuqing Xing)An Alternative Measurement for International Fragmentation of the Production Process: An International Input–Output Approach (Satoshi
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Inomata)Share of Imports and Commodities in Consumption and Investment in the United States (Galina Hale and Bart Hobijn)Domestic Value Chains in
the People's Republic of China and Their Linkages with the Global Economy (Bo Meng)The Fox–Apple Partnership in the Global Value Chain: How Did
Foreign Direct Investment and Contract Manufacturing Reshape the Landscape of the Electronics Industry? (Guoyong Liang) Readership: Advance
postgraduate students and researchers in the field of international economics, particularly those studying global value chains. Key Features:This is the
first book to systematically introduce the input-output method for measuring trade in value-added and a direct approach to measure the domestic
value-added of China's exportsChapters are based on innovative approaches to analyze trade relations under global value chainsContributors are
leading scholars in global value chains research and study. The authors are from WTO, OECD, ADBI, UNCTAD, the US Fed, JETRO-IDE and Peking
University — a great combination and representation of international organizations and academic institutionsKeywords:Trade;Global Value
Chains;Production Networks;Input-output Method;Trade Statistics;Trade Measurement;Trade in Value-Added;Domestic Value-Added;Production
Fragmentation;Global Assembly;Trade Relations;Foreign Direct Investment;Manufacturing
  Organizational Theory, Design, and Change Gareth R. Jones,2006 This book provides students with a clear, contemporary, and fully Canadian
context for understanding Organizational Theory and Change. It explores many facets of Organizational Design, including the challenges presented by
emerging new technologies and the global environment. It also addresses the key issues and problems that inform the process of organizational
change and transformation, identifying direct and clear managerial implications.
  International Management: Culture, Strategy and Behavior W/ OLC Card MP Richard M. Hodgetts,Fred Luthans,Jonathan Doh,Jonathan P.
Doh,2005-02-16 As a discipline of academy inquiry, International Management applies management concepts and techniques to their contexts in firms
working in multinational, multicultural environments. Hodgetts’Luthans: International Management was the first mainstream International Management
text in the market. Its 6th edition continues to set the standard for International Management texts with its research-based content and its balance
between culture, strategy, and behavior. International Management stresses the balanced approach and the synergy/connection between the text’s
four parts: Environment (3 chapters): Culture (4 chapters), Strategy and Functions (4 chapters) and Organizational Behavior /Human Resource
Management (4 chapters).
  Fabless Daniel Nenni,Paul Michael McLellan,2014 The purpose of this book is to illustrate the magnificence of the fabless semiconductor
ecosystem, and to give credit where credit is due. We trace the history of the semiconductor industry from both a technical and business perspective.
We argue that the development of the fabless business model was a key enabler of the growth in semiconductors since the mid-1980s. Because
business models, as much as the technology, are what keep us thrilled with new gadgets year after year, we focus on the evolution of the electronics
business. We also invited key players in the industry to contribute chapters. These In Their Own Words chapters allow the heavyweights of the industry
to tell their corporate history for themselves, focusing on the industry developments (both in technology and business models) that made them
successful, and how they in turn drive the further evolution of the semiconductor industry.
  Demystifying Esports Baro Hyun,2020-09-23 While multimillion-dollar prizes are common in esports today, did you know that esports began
humbly in a small Asian country without a significant gaming industry at the time? And would you believe that after two decades of embracing esports,
Koreans enjoy playing competitive gaming not only privately, but also at official corporate social events? If not, it's understandable. Anyone under
forty-five grew up with video games as a natural part of their lives, but older generations have had minimal exposure to gaming. Without firsthand
experience, it can be difficult to understand why the industry is booming and why your children and grandchildren love esports so much. Demystifying
Esports bridges the generation gap by exploring the history of competitive gaming, the growth of the industry, and its explosion as a global
phenomenon. Dr. Baro Hyun relies on his extensive knowledge of esports' history in South Korea to shed light on the growth and risks of this booming
field.
  Analytics, Data Science, and Artificial Intelligence Ramesh Sharda,Dursun Delen,Efraim Turban,2020-03-06 For courses in decision support
systems, computerized decision-making tools, and management support systems. Market-leading guide to modern analytics, for better business
decisionsAnalytics, Data Science, & Artificial Intelligence: Systems for Decision Support is the most comprehensive introduction to technologies
collectively called analytics (or business analytics) and the fundamental methods, techniques, and software used to design and develop these systems.
Students gain inspiration from examples of organisations that have employed analytics to make decisions, while leveraging the resources of a
companion website. With six new chapters, the 11th edition marks a major reorganisation reflecting a new focus -- analytics and its enabling
technologies, including AI, machine-learning, robotics, chatbots, and IoT.
  Men Without Women Haruki Murakami,2017-05-09 NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Including the story Drive My Car”—now an Academy
Award–nominated film—this collection from the internationally acclaimed author examines what happens to characters without important women in
their lives; it'll move you and confuse you and sometimes leave you with more questions than answers (Barack Obama). Across seven tales, Haruki
Murakami brings his powers of observation to bear on the lives of men who, in their own ways, find themselves alone. Here are lovesick doctors,
students, ex-boyfriends, actors, bartenders, and even Kafka’s Gregor Samsa, brought together to tell stories that speak to us all. In Men Without
Women Murakami has crafted another contemporary classic, marked by the same wry humor and pathos that have defined his entire body of work.
  Urban Planning Education Andrea I. Frank,Christopher Silver,2017-06-26 This book examines planning education provision and approaches
globally, through a comparative and longitudinal perspective. It explores the emergence of planning education in the 20th century, with its rich
variation and yet a remarkable degree of cross-fertilization. Each of the sections of the book is framed by an overview essay which has been prepared
by the editors to provide the reader with a critical exposure to relevant scholarship drawing on the detailed case studies and exploratory essays on key
issues in planning education. The first part of this volume focuses on the emergence of planning education programs in the twentieth century as a way
to understand the current planning education environment. Then we explore how education in urban, regional and spatial planning has developed in
different ways in different countries and continents. The final part of this volume aims to envision how planning can adapt and develop to remain
relevant to the development of human environments in the 21st century. Urban planning education has become a pervasive practice throughout the
world as urbanization and development pressures have increased over the past half century, and as demand increased for professional trained experts
to guide those processes. The approaches vary widely, based in part upon the discipline from which the planning program developed as well as the
context-specific challenges within the country or region where the program resides.
  Samsung Rising Geoffrey Cain,2020-03-17 An explosive exposé of Samsung that “reads like a dynastic thriller, rolling through three generations of
family intrigue, embezzlement, bribery, corruption, prostitution, and other bad behavior” (The Wall Street Journal). LONGLISTED FOR THE FINANCIAL
TIMES AND MCKINSEY BUSINESS BOOK OF THE YEAR AWARD Based on years of reporting on Samsung for The Economist, The Wall Street Journal, and
Time, from his base in South Korea, and his countless sources inside and outside the company, Geoffrey Cain offers a penetrating look behind the
curtains of the biggest company nobody in America knows. Seen for decades in tech circles as a fast follower rather than an innovation leader,
Samsung today has grown to become a market leader in the United States and around the globe. They have captured one quarter of the smartphone
market and have been pushing the envelope on every front. Forty years ago, Samsung was a rickety Korean agricultural conglomerate that produced
sugar, paper, and fertilizer, located in a backward country with a third-world economy. With the rise of the PC revolution, though, Chairman Lee Byung-
chul began a bold experiment: to make Samsung a major supplier of computer chips. The multimillion- dollar plan was incredibly risky. But Lee, wowed
by a young Steve Jobs, who sat down with the chairman to offer his advice, became obsessed with creating a tech empire. And in Samsung Rising, we
follow Samsung behind the scenes as the company fights its way to the top of tech. It is one of Apple’s chief suppliers of technology critical to the
iPhone, and its own Galaxy phone outsells the iPhone. Today, Samsung employs over 300,000 people (compared to Apple’s 80,000 and Google’s
48,000). The company’s revenues have grown more than forty times from that of 1987 and make up more than 20 percent of South Korea’s exports.
Yet their disastrous recall of the Galaxy Note 7, with numerous reports of phones spontaneously bursting into flames, reveals the dangers of the
company’s headlong attempt to overtake Apple at any cost. A sweeping insider account, Samsung Rising shows how a determined and fearless Asian
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competitor has become a force to be reckoned with.
  Superman: Rebirth (2016) #1 Peter J. Tomasi,Patrick Gleason,2016-06-01 The world needs a Man of Steel, but can Superman protect the world
while raising a super-son with his wife, Lois Lane? IT BEGINS: Now it's Clark's turn to be Pa Kent and teach his son what it means to be super, but who is
hunting Superman's son—and why?
  The Oxford Handbook of Music and Virtuality Sheila Whiteley,Shara Rambarran,2016 This work, edited by Sheila Whiteley and Shara Rambarran,
brings together a multidisciplinary group of scholars who address issues such as artistic agency, the relationship between reality and illusion or
simulation, and the construction of musical personae, subjectivities, and identities in a virtual world.
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This is an all-inclusive and detailed service
manual of1998 Nissan Patrol GR Y61. It is a
complete trouble-free manual and comprises of
each and ... Workshop Manual Nissan Patrol Y61
(1998) (EN) The manual includes technical data,
drawings, procedures and detailed instructions
needed to run autonomously repair and vehicle
maintenance. Suitable for ... More Than a
Carpenter by Josh McDowell Josh McDowell's
timeless examination of the true nature of Christ
and his impact on our lives is one of the best-
selling Christian books ever. Written by a ...
More Than a Carpenter From the Publisher. The
true story of Jesus and his sacrifice on the cross
can change your life forever ... More Than a
Carpenter Jun 1, 2009 — "more thean a
carpenter" is a small and inexpenive book and
gives proof of the reserection of Jesus Christ. the
arthur josh mcdowell was an ... More Than a
Carpenter Former skeptic Josh McDowell's
timeless examination of the true nature of Christ
and His impact on our lives is one of the best-
selling Christian books ever. More Than a
Carpenter Quotes by Josh McDowell 25 quotes
from More Than a Carpenter: 'Christianity is not
a religion. Religion is humans trying to work
their way to God through good works.
Christianit... Has an anyone here read the book
"more than a carpenter? i read the book several
years ago and i am currently considering
reading it again. i consider myself a christian on
the fence and i remember ... More Than a
Carpenter by Josh McDowell Read 886 reviews
from the world's largest community for readers.
With almost ten million copies in print, More
Than a Carpenter continues to be the most po…
More Than a Carpenter The inspirational classic,
"More than a Carpenter, " is now updated for a
new generation of seekers with a fresh look,
revised material, and a new chapter ... More
Than a Carpenter: Josh McDowell, Sean ... This
book offers a short & concise series of well
documented arguments in support of the
Christian faith. It also encapsulates the current
secular arguments ...
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